
North Tipp Jun Hurling 'B' Final 

Newport win Junior ‘B’ hurling crown       

A strong second half display was enough for Newport to see off the challenge of Toomevara in the North Tipperary 
Junior ‘B’ Hurling final on Sunday afternoon.  

In a low scoring affair Newport converted most of their chances with only a miserly three wides over the hour 
compared with ten for the defending championwhich proved to be the difference in the end.    Performances on both 
sides were more competent than epic. While neither defence gave much away, Newport held Toome’s forwards 
scoreless and had a slight edge in most sectors. Darragh Ryan and Mike Coffey directed operations from the centre of 
the Newport defence. Mike   Healy caused problems up front and Michael Coffey made the most of the few 
opportunities that came his way.  
   For Toome, the O’Briens stood out at the back while Tomás O’Meara had a good first half at centre field. Kieran and 
Eoin Ryan tried hard throughout but, like most of the Toome forwards, found the going difficult against a resolute 
Newport.  
   Although the ball was dry, the windy conditions were not conducive to a free flowing game and the small attendance 
had to wait until the 11th minute for the first score, a pointed free from Newport’s Michael Coffey. Toome were making 
the running at this stage but found difficulty in converting either from play or placed balls until Mark Harty found the 
posts on the quarter hour to   level proceedings. Tomás O’Meara popped up for his first point a minute later and was 
on hand to receive a smart Sean Hogan pass in the 19th minute to give Toome a two point lead with a well taken 
score.  
   This was to be the last score of the half but not the last action as both sides lost a man to straight red cards before 
the interval. First Newport’s Adrian Ryan, a late replacement on the starting team, saw   red following a late challenge 
on Toome’s Kieran Ryan in the 23rd minute. Just two minutes later Toomevara were also reduced to 14 when skipper 
Tommy Hogan was shown a red card for a hefty challenge on a Newport defender.  
   Newport reduced the gap to a single point three minutes into the second half with the score of the game from wing 
forward Mike Healy in the shadow of the stand. After a couple of hiccups Toome’s new   free taker Eoin Ryan got his 
radar working to put his side 0-4 to 0-2 ahead in the 38th minute but Michael Coffey kept Newport in touch with a free 
four minutes later.  
   With scores so scarce, a goal at any stage would have sealed the result and Newport had the best chance of the 
game in the 43rd minute when Michael Coffey escaped the close attention of Michael O’Brien to find himself clean 
through on goal.   However James McCormack narrowed the angle bravely and forced Coffey to shoot wide. Coffey 
did add another free to level proceedings and took advantage of a slip in the Toome defence to give his side the lead 
with a quarter of an hour to play.  
   Another Eoin Ryan free levelled the game with 13 minutes on the clock but the deadly accurate Coffey punished a 
Toome indiscretion once again with a   pointed free two minutes later. Coffey had the final say with his sixth point in 
the 54th minute to leave the score at 0-7 to 0-5.  
   With the finish line in sight Newport defended stoutly for the remainder and ran out deserving winners at the final 
whistle.      

 
Newport - North Tipperary Junior ‘B’ Hurling champions. Back row: (l to r) Eoin Bonfield, Patrick Hickey, Kevin O'Brien, 
Aidan Ryan, Kieran McCabe, Michael Coffey (Shower), Joseph Connelly, Darragh Ryan, Kieran Doheny, Michael 
Coffey (Red). Kneeling: Damien Coffey, Kieran O'Sullivan, Tom Smalle, PJ O'Rourke, Michael Healy, Brian O'Sullivan, 
Paddy Ryan, Kevin O'Brien, Richie Ryan.  
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